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for photographs. This was only the fourth record of the bird off the KwaZulu-Natal coast since 2001. 

(See page 7)

Pelagic bird outings from Durban continue to provide good sightings. Birders were excited on 

16 June 2019 when this Atlantic Yellow-nosed Albatross landed next to the boat and posed obligingly 



 In conclusion, if as conservationists we are going to ensure that 

vultures survive into perpetuity, we need to act now. Each small 

contribution is vital. Members of BirdLife SA can contribute 

through the reporting of tagged individuals (directly through the 

Project Vulture webpage – ), www.projectvulture.org.za

providing resources as and when appropriate or through the 

sharing of articles through the various social media channels to 

help raise awareness. 

Communication and profiling are key. It was very fortunate 

that the various media avenues (print, radio and television) were 

prepared to publish these incidents, and the exposure that 

followed has once again profiled vultures within the broader 

societal context. 

Brent Coverdale
Ezemvelo KwaZulu-Natal Wildlife and Project Vulture

Immediate response is vital if we are to limit casualties. In order to achieve this, members of the public need to have 

access to a single communication channel, from which responses can be managed. Project Vulture is currently exploring 

such options, so as to avoid any misunderstandings as to who to contact should such an incident occur in the future. 

The appropriate resources are vital. Aerial support needs to be deployed as soon as possible as this can broaden the 

search area. In the Zululand instances, aerial support was provided through ZAPWING, which assisted in locating 

additional carcasses. Manpower that can respond immediately is 

vital, and with the necessary equipment to provide basic first aid 

and crime scene management. 

Just as vulture conservationists were coming to terms with these two incidents, 

news filtered in from Botswana of a mass poisoning in which more than 500 

individuals from five species were confirmed dead. Considering the movement 

patterns of vultures within Southern Africa, there is a high probability that some of 

these individuals were in fact from South Africa. 

this is, a crime scene. This training, albeit reactive does help to limit casualties but 

also secures much needed evidence, should the alleged perpetrators be 

apprehended. In addition to this, a poison response group has been established to 

facilitate responses and resources, thereby enabling all the role players to work as 

effectively as possible. It goes without saying that this is not the proverbial silver 

bullet to stop poisoning, but is one of the many arrows in our quiver in addressing 

the threats that vultures currently face. Without such interventions and the 

experience of the SVP, the fallout of the two recent incidents may well have been 

much greater. 

The number of carcasses recovered does not always mean that that is the total 

extent of the devastation. Considering that the carcasses recovered during the first 

incident in Zululand were already exhibiting signs of severe decomposition, one 

can only wonder if these were indeed the proverbial late arrivals at the incident and 

other individuals had already met their fate sometime earlier. Furthermore, three carcasses were located a week later and 

these birds had probably succumbed to the poisoning some time later. 

Vulture conservation action requires partnerships. No one single organisation is able to solve this threat on their own. In 

both of the Zululand instances, the successful response was a result of individuals from various organisations (Ezemvelo 

KwaZulu-Natal Wildlife, Wildlife ACT, Wild Trust, community members, private landowners and the South African 

Police Service) working together. Without such cooperation, the effects of these incidents could have been a lot more 

severe. It was for this exact reason that Project Vulture was born. Project Vulture is a collaborative partnership between 

Ezemvelo KwaZulu-Natal Wildlife, Wildlife ACT, BirdLife South Africa and the Endangered Wildlife Trust whose aim is 

to ensure that the work of the collective far exceeds that of the individual, without losing the identity of each organisation. 

These poisoning incidents highlight a number of very important reminders: 

in Pongola Nature Reserve
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Lappet-faced Vulture P068 was 

tagged as a nestling in 2015 

BIRDLIFE INTERNATIONAL CALLS FOR ACTION

n The poisoning of 537 vultures by elephant 

poachers in June 2019 in Botswana was strongly 

condemned by BLI. It called on the 18th CITES 

Conference of the Parties (CoP) meeting taking 

place in August to pass relevant policy decisions 

that will help to address the plight of vultures and 

other wildlife species. 

https://t.co/BAV4U8vO6e

n In Nigeria a project was launched in May to 

raise awareness about the role of vultures in 

cleaning up the environment and the need to 

combat their illegal trade for belief-based use.

 https://t.co/H2BFGy9hHN

n See also: The African Vulture Crisis

 https://t.co/jJPVEOLQL9

This does not bode well for the colonies within this section of Zululand which are already diminished in comparison to 

some 20 years ago. One of the Lappet-Faced individuals had been tagged as a nestling in 2015 in Pongola Nature Reserve 

as part of the ongoing monitoring programme in KwaZulu-Natal. Re-sightings of this individual have been submitted on a 

regular basis over the last four years, with the most recent being in the Southern Kruger National Park in March this year. It 

is most likely that the bird had returned to its natal area to commence breeding in the not-too-distant future. Having 

survived the perilous juvenile years only to succumb to poisoning shortly before reaching breeding age is a travesty in 

itself. The demise of  P068 is portrayed in the photograph on page 3. 

VULTURES are the iconic scavengers of the skies and an integral part of the ecosystem, the same system that we rely on to 

be healthy and functioning for our survival. A visit to any one of the many game reserves across Zululand and, in fact, the 

majority of the African continent, would not be complete without observing these majestic creatures, either soaring high 

above or devouring a carcass with consummate ease. The recent spate of poisonings within Zululand brings home the cold 

fact that vultures are under threat and, unless swift action is taken, visits to game reserves in the future may be devoid of 

these majestic species and the unintended consequences of their demise may be ours too.  

During the course of seven days in early June 2019, the 

vulture populations of Zululand were targeted by two 

separate poisoning incidents, resulting in the death of a 

minimum of 25 African White-backed Vultures Gyps 

africanus, three Lappet-faced Vultures Torgos tracheliotos 

and one White-headed Vulture Trigonoceps occipitalis. An 

additional two White-backs were recovered alive and 

transferred for further treatment to Raptor Rescue near 

Pietermaritzburg. The immediate response of the various 

members of conservation organisations, landowners and 

community members to these events must be applauded and, 

without doubt, limited the number of further casualties. The 

fallout of these two events will probably only be felt after the 

current breeding season as a number of the birds killed were 

in fact adult birds (see picture) and probably already nesting, 

or at least well established within their breeding territory.  

Such poisoning incidents are, however, not new to Zululand, and the Zululand Vulture Project (ZVP) have 

unfortunately had to deal with similar devastating events over the years. Various conservation interventions have been 

undertaken by the ZVP to address the threat of poisoning, with the most notable activity being poisoning response 

training. Various persons have been trained in basic vulture first aid and crime scene management, as this is exactly what 
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The death of the adult vultures is likely to have a long- 

term impact on their breeding success
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CONSERVATION AND PROJECTS
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The death of the adult vultures is likely to have a long- 

term impact on their breeding success



The areas covered in each survey are considered the “crane country of KwaZulu-Natal” where all three species of 

cranes can be found breeding and living. However, this aerial survey conducted in the winter season, is focused on the 

breeding of Wattled Cranes Bugeranus carunculatus. The survey was originally instigated back in the 1980s to focus on 

this species when the population was less than 200 individuals. Although Wattled Cranes are Vulnerable globally on the 

IUCN Red List, in South Africa they are considered Critically Endangered due to the small population size of the species. 

Results for the remaining crane species 

were also positive with an increase in count 

for the Grey Crowned Crane (Balearica 

regulorum) and Blue Crane (Anthropoides 

paradiseus). The Grey Crowned Crane is 

classified as Endangered on the IUCN Red 

List, with South Africa the only country in 

the world it has been identified as increasing, 

whilst we witnessed an 80% decline in 

populations across the rest of its range in the 

last 45 years. A total of 92% of the population 

were found in 67 different flocks of greater 

than five birds in the 2018 survey. This is 

understandable due to their nature of forming 

large flocks during the winter months and 

moving between traditional foraging areas. 

IN the pursuit of cranes, every year in June/July a five-day aerial survey takes place across five regions of KwaZulu-Natal: 

Midlands East, Midlands West, Underberg, Kokstad and Northern Natal. The Endangered Wildlife Trust (EWT) and 

Ezemvelo KwaZulu-Natal Wildlife (EKZNW) conduct these vital surveys to monitor crane numbers and ascertain 

whether our conservation efforts are impacting the populations of these birds. This is important to plan further 

conservation actions, to identify any new threats and to ascertain any changes in population or dynamics within the 

population. 

Over the years of the survey, we have been seeing a steady increase of the population and the number of breeding sites 

identified. The survey of 2018 blew us away, with 380 individual Wattled Cranes counted on the survey, an increase of 67 

individuals from the 2017 survey. Furthermore, all 78 known breeding sites were active on this survey and two new nest 

sites were identified, which means new sites may be required for new pairs to establish territories. A feverish amount of 

counting and recounting took place as the final report was put together to ensure no errors could be found. Every year we 

attempt to conduct the survey over five consecutive days to ensure that individuals are not recorded twice, i.e. having been 

counted in the Midlands and then counted again after the bird has flown to another region, always an issue when 

monitoring fauna with wings. So, it is with much excitement that we enter this year’s survey to see what news it will hold 

for this species!

Image: Crystelle Wilson

During winter Howick residents have been treated to the magical spectacle of flocks of Wattled and Grey 

Crowned Cranes coming in at dusk to roost in a pan on Gartmore Farm, home of the Karkloof 

Conservancy. About 25 Wattled and 53 Grey Crowned Cranes have been counted regularly.

More bird pictures needed for research project

Lara Jordan

The Blue Crane is classified as Vulnerable on the IUCN Red List as a near-endemic, and the largest and most stable 

population of Blue Cranes is in South Africa. That said, it is important to understand the stronghold for the species in South 

Africa is within the Western Cape where the species is heavily dependent on farming practices there. Currently, our field 

officer in that area, Christie Craig, is conducting a PhD determining interactions between Blue Cranes and their 

environment and how changes in the socio-ecological landscape will influence available habitat and farmer tolerance 

toward Blue Cranes in the Western Cape. So, it is with interest that we note that a total of 1,295 Blue Cranes were sighted 

during the 2018 aerial survey. This was the second highest count in 18 years, with a decrease of 139 cranes from the 2015 

survey (the highest count in KwaZulu-Natal), and 78 individuals more than the 2017 count. The last seven years have 

yielded the six highest counts of Blue Cranes over the past 24 years of conducting the aerial survey. The Blue Crane 

population has tripled in the last seven years from 418 individuals to 1295.  Since 2005, other species were also included 

in the survey. In 2018, we observed 56 Oribi , 56 Denham's Bustard, 74 Bald Ibis and 57 Secretarybirds. 

The average flock size recorded during the survey was 45 individuals. The southern regions of the province, covering the 

Himeville-Underberg regions and the Kokstad-Cedarville regions, appear to be the most important areas in the province 

for Grey Crowned Cranes. The Southern KZN region had 74% of the total number of Grey Crowned Cranes recorded 

during the entire survey. Moving forward, we aim to conduct aerial surveys for the Grey Crowned Cranes during breeding 

season so that the nesting sites can be monitored, and so that we can identify the reason for the species’ success in this 

country. As the only growing population, results of our research will be shared with the conservationists working with 

Grey Crowned Cranes across other parts of its range.

The survey has been taking place for the last 26 years and in July we conducted the 27th survey with our professional 

and experienced pilot, Greg Nanni, of EKZNW and John Craigie (EKZNW), the navigator of the flights and recorder. 

Both can be described as the unsung heroes of the conservation world. The consistency of their professional conduct 

within arduous situations such as young, inexperienced conservationists rolling around the back seats of their plane in 

various stages of nausea, must be commended! I joined the team this year and will report back the new findings within the 

coming months.

African Crane Conservation Program, 

Drakensberg Coordinator for the Endangered Wildlife Trust/International Crane Foundation Partnership.

Eyes in the sky keep track of cranes

For more information please contact Karis at  

dnlkar006@myuct.ac.za or visit 

http://vmus.adu.org.za

Crystelle Wilson

Masters student Karis Daniel of the University of 

Cape Town visited KwaZulu-Natal in July and 

accompanied me and Deryck Day of Howick while 

we atlased two pentads in the Dargle area that had not 

yet been covered this year.

IF it has wings, snap it and send your pictures to 

BirdPix at the Virtual Museum. The information is 

needed for a research project aiming to model the 

distribution of birds based on data submitted to the 

SABAP2 birdmapping project with pictures of 

species taken in the same areas. Pictures of all species 

are required, not only rare or colourful birds.

Karis generated the map (right) which gives an 

indication of the numbers of species which had been 

photographically recorded. This should assist birders 

to concentrate on areas which need to have more 

pictures sent in.

Howick

Greg Nanni, Thabo Madlala and John Craigie refuel the plane 

during the annual aerial crane survey. 

Photo: Matthew Becker EWT
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A near-adult Atlantic Yellow-nosed Albatross recorded off Durban on 

16 June 2019 (left) compared with a similar near-adult Indian Yellow-

nosed Albatross (right), allowing a direct comparison between the 

colour of the head and neck, and area around the eyes, as well as 

                                              Photos: David Allan
the shape of the yellow stripe at the base of the upper mandible.

The next most common albatross 

species are the Shy and Black-browed 

albatrosses. The former has been 

recorded on 61%, and the latter on 39%, 

of trips. But we typically never 

encounter more than half-a-dozen at 

most of either of these two on any given trip. The other four albatross species off Durban are extremely rare. We’ve had 

single Wandering Albatrosses twice, a Sooty Albatross once and a frustratingly distant view of what looked like Northern 

Royal Albatross on one occasion. The Atlantic Yellow-nosed Albatross is the “sister” species of the Indian Yellow-nosed 

Albatross and we’ve recorded single adults of this species off Durban only four times.

An encounter to savour and one that re-emphasises the value of modern digital photography in confirming, 

documenting and sharing fine identification details such as these.

THE Indian Yellow-nosed Albatross is 

far-and-away the most frequently 

recorded albatross off Durban. It is 

typically recorded in the hundreds 

during pelagic trips offshore in the 

winter months. In the 98 pelagic trips 

David Allan has done off Durban since 

1998, this albatross has been recorded 

on all but one of these outings. This is 

indeed the highest recording rate of any 

pelagic seabird, even pipping the 

White-chinned Petrel which we’ve 

missed on two of these trips. But White-

chinned Petrels ,  when present , 

typically outnumber Indian Yellow-

nosed Albatrosses, although it is 

usually the only species to do so.

Digging back in our records I see that the first two of our records of Atlantic Yellow-nosed Albatross were on 4 August 

2001 and 26 January 2002. It was a long wait for the next one which we had on 26 November 2016. This bird gave us our 

first local photos of the species (see KZN Birds 51: 18-20). The latest and best of these Atlantic Yellow-nosed Albatross 

sightings was on 16 June 2019.

The grey hood and black eye markings were visible in the photos of the November 2016 bird, which was only seen in 

flight. None of our photos though showed the distinctive shape to the base of the upper bill. The June 2019 bird, first 

spotted by NP as it flew in behind us, was much more accommodating and sat close-by on the water alongside the boat, 

allowing excellent photos of all three key features. The tip of the bird’s bill was not entirely red showing that it had not yet 

fully reached the adult condition but was close to it.

David Allan  Curator of Birds, Durban Natural Science Museum

The two yellow-nosed albatross species are very similar in appearance. The adult Atlantic is distinguished from the 

adult Indian by three features: a slight greyish “hood” to the head and neck, black feathering around the eyes and a broad, 

rounded base to the yellow stripe on the top of the bill. The head and neck of the Indian is pure white, including around the 

eyes, and the base of the yellow-stripe on the bill is narrow and pointed. Young birds of these two species are essentially 

identical, as they typically both have pure white heads, including the area around the eyes, and the bill is all-black in 

colour. If an extremely good view is obtained, it might be possible to see the shape difference at the base of the upper bill 

despite this not being coloured yellow. But is it very unlikely that this would be discernable under field conditions.

Niall Perrins  Bustards Birding Tours

Call on atlasers to take up a challenge

Yellow-nosed albatrosses: spot the difference

Challenges also have champions, atlasers on the ground who help coordinate efforts. If you would like to get in touch 

with any of them please let us know.

 https://www.birdlife.org.za/media-and-resources/e-newsletter/e-newsletter-2019/#24705

To this end, there are several coverage challenges registered with SABAP. All these challenges have a set of pentads 

that are monitored with specific goals in mind. For example, the Free State - KZN Escarpment challenge targets 89 

pentads, with the particular aim to better understand the distribution of several threatened and endemic species such as 

Yellow-breasted Pipit, Rudd’s and Botha’s Larks, all three cranes, Denham’s Bustard, Southern Bald Ibis and White-

bellied and Blue Korhaans. See the July 2019 BirdLife SA newsletter for more details:

2. BirdLife Free State 2019 Challenge

6. SEA Fracking study area challenge

A CORE function of SABAP2 is the mapping of species distribution. Over time, with enough data, distribution and 

abundance changes can be analysed. To ensure that estimates are reliable, we need repeated coverage over large areas.

4. GEM Mpumalanga Challenge

Currently, the registered challenges are: 

7. Turn GP 4Degrees Green Challenge 

We’d like to encourage everyone to participate in these challenges whenever possible. By doing so you can contribute 

to both the aims of the particular challenge and to the 2019 challenge of the whole project, which is to atlas 5,300 pentads 

in South Africa. 

To find the coverage for a challenge please visit our website ( ), log in, and navigate to the http://sabap2.adu.org.za/

drop-down menu called “Challenges”. Here you will find a list of the challenges . Once you have (see screenshot above)

selected one, the area on the map and a data summary will appear. You can select to view the coverage for 2019 and find a 

pentad that still needs a full protocol card for this year. 

Sanjo Rose

1. Free State - KZN Escarpment Challenge

3. Wakkerstroom 4 Challenge

5. Greater Kruger National Park Challenge 

The SABAP2 team, sanjojenkins@gmail.com     

BIRD NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS

Atlas data improves accuracy of distribution maps

This demonstrates the value of the citizen scientists’ project such that distribution maps of 

species can be pin-pointed to a far 

greater accuracy than that which as 

been used in field guides in the 

past. 

Used to seeing the bird everywhere in the KZN Midlands, I was intrigued to discover that it 

was an uncommon altitudinal migrant to Zululand during winter.

Editor and atlasser

THE chair of BirdLife Zululand, Carole Hills, mentions in her chirp (page 16) that a Cape 

Robin-Chat has been recorded in Meerensee, Richards Bay, for the first time since SABAP2 

began in 2007. 

More recent publications, such as the second edition of the  

Roberts Field Guide, are increasingly making use of 

distribution maps generated by the atlas project.

Crystelle Wilson

The traditional distribution map of Cape Robin-Chat 

(above right) is being fine-tuned to a more accurate 

degree, as seen in this SAPB2 map (left)
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Hugh Chittenden

Mangrove areas all have waterways that traverse through 

these wooded thickets, and it’s low down over these 

waterways that the kingfishers roost at night. The Google 

map  showing part of the Richards Bay mangroves, (right)

illustrates typical tidal waterways utilised by these birds in which to roost.

A daylight image of the mangroves that canopy the waterways, creating ideal roosting sites (below left). Then as the 

evening approaches, the kingfishers fly in from adjacent feeding grounds within the mangroves to settle in for the night 

over water (right).

The largest expanse of mangroves south of Mozambique 

is at Richards Bay and this is where the largest number of 

kingfishers in our region gather to overwinter and benefit 

from the crabs, mudskippers, etc. on which they feed. Even 

at this prime site, it’s doubtful if there are more than 30 - 40 

birds that overwinter here each year.

The total South African population probably doesn’t exceed 60 - 100 birds. 

Along a one km stretch of waterway, we 

counted six different roosting birds.

Bruce Nicholson 

In the non-breeding season they choose, by preference, to 

roost at night on thin branches that hang low over waterways 

within the mangrove thickets along the northern KZN 

coastline. Spending the night at the terminal end of branches, 

2-3 metres above water gives them extra protection against 

nocturnal predators such as genets. 

(top right)

Rusty Lupton

Nocturnal counts of these rare 

kingfishers seem to indicate that there has 

been a slight decline in numbers over the 

past 20 years. Diurnal counts in the 

Mtunzini estuary mangroves also seem to 

indicate this worrying trend.

MANGROVE Kingfisher is one of the rarest breeding bird 

species in South Africa. 

All the kingfisher photographs in this article were taken in the first week of 

July with flashlight at night and make the birds appear bright in their leafy 

surroundings, but in fact they are fairly well camouflaged against the whitish 

under-leaves of White Mangrove Avicennia marina.  

Where Mangrove Kingfishers dare to roost

Photos: Hugh Chittenden and Rusty Lupton

THE diet of Mangrove Kingfishers during the 

winter months when they occupy estuarine 

mangrove habitats is predominantly small 

crabs. 

In extremely dull overcast conditions on    

1 August I was fortunate to be able to witness a 

Mangrove Kingfisher catch and swallow 

three small crabs within 17 minutes. In each 

case the unfortunate crab was bashed 

(immobilised) against a solid perch before 

being swallowed. 

While photographing the Mangrove 

Kingfisher catching and immobilizing its 

prey, I was able to record something worth 

showing. Not long after catching the small 

crab, the bird starts puffing up its throat 

(above right).

Left: Throat is extended and seconds 

later, a regurgitated pellet appears! A pellet 

is the mass of indigestible material that 

many bird species regularly regurgitate. In 

this case, it would be undigested crab 

carapace and leg particles from previous 

prey.  All the while, the bird is carefully maneuvering its freshly caught crab prey so that it isn’t dropped.

From left: The pictures 

show how the pellet is brought 

forward without the bird 

dropping the crab. The pellet 

starts to drop and, voila, job is 

d o n e  –  t h e  p e l l e t  i s 

s u c c e s s f u l l y  d i s p l a c e d , 

landing on top of the log.

Now the bird can continue 

to swallow its prey! (right)

Hugh Chittenden
Mtunzini

How to eat your crab and hold on to it
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THE Black-winged Kite (formerly Black-shouldered Kite) 

is one of the most common raptors in southern Africa. Part of 

their success is due to their ability to breed more than once 

per annum and at any time of the year. Perhaps the only other 

raptors in southern Africa to manage this are Marsh and Barn 

Owls. The kites feed almost entirely on rodents, as do the 

two owls.

Kites need to catch one or two mice each per day to 

sustain themselves out of the breeding season, 

whereas during the peak delivery period in the latter 

half of the nestling and post-nestling period, adults 

would need to catch about five to eight mice per day! 

“Knowing” when they could hunt so many mice 

would be of obvious value for breeding to be 

successful.

Also, key to this success is their opportunism in moving 

widely to track rodent prey populations, and their apparent 

ability to anticipate when prey will be available in 

abundance to feed their chicks two to four months after they 

start breeding. During a study in 1977 and 1978, the 

proportion of kites starting to breed, and the availability of 

rodent prey each month, was monitored. The proportion of 

young rodents in the population was also recorded, this 

being a measure of when the rodents were breeding which, 

they too, can do any time of the year.  

Breeding Black-winged Kite males have to catch 

200-300 g of prey per day to provision their fully 

Is it in the hormones?

Black-winged Kite – a successful breeder and abundant species

A Single-striped Mouse Lemniscomys rosallia 

feeds on grass shoots.

and with prey (bottom of page)

Black-winged Kite on the look-out (above)

John Mendelsohn 

Peter Taylor is thanked for assisting with rodent identification.

Those are some questions for an eager young biologist to get his or her teeth into. 

Reference: Mendelsohn JM. 1984. The timing of breeding in Black-shouldered Kites in southern Africa. 

What could stimulate breeding? Conventional reproductive stimuli such as day length, food supply, temperature and 

circannual rhythms would not work. A more plausible hypothesis was that the kites’ reproductive activity might be 

triggered by levels of reproductive hormones in their prey. Thus, if the kites were ingesting large amounts of testosterone 

or oestrogen-like hormones, that would signal that there were (a) lots of mice around and (b) lots of them would 

themselves be breeding– an efficient cue that an abundance of mice could be available to feed kite chicks two to four 

months hence!

While the kites started to breed before prey was abundant, the big question to be answered was: how can kites anticipate 

future increases in rodent numbers that might happen at any time of the year?

To our knowledge, this idea and the efficient mechanism it implies for kites and other raptors (certainly the two owls) 

has not been tested. Imagine a food chain tempered by reproductive hormones: from those in grass, to rodents to raptors 

and doubtless parasites of the rodents. Who else might benefit from monitoring hormone levels?

grown nestlings (and breeding mate). 

Support for this being a credible idea actually comes from other work on rodents that are stimulated to breed by the 

amounts of plant oestrogens they get in their food. And fleas begin to breed when their rabbit hosts have high levels of 

reproductive hormones, which signal the future presence of baby rabbits on which the baby fleas can disperse.

Proceedings of the 5th Pan-African Ornithological Congress. Lilongwe, Malawi.

Above right: Striped Mouse Rhabdomys bechuane feeding on seed. Rhabdomys is active during the day 

and the favoured food of diurnal Black-winged Kites. Diurnal Otomys and Mastomys, active at dusk, 

were also important food items at Settlers in the Springbok Flats where the kites were studied. 

Striped Mouse, the kites’ most abundant prey, average just over 40 g, whereas Single-striped Mouse 

(above left) are less common and weigh on average about 60 g. 

Immature Black-winged Kites

All photos: Hugh Chittenden
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THE number of rarities for this report is rather small, it 

being winter, but some of the regulars are still around – 

Lesser Frigatebird and Eurasian Oystercatcher. Of great 

interest, though, were the large numbers of Chestnut-

banded Plovers in northern Zululand and KZN’s second 

ever Citrine Wagtail at Pongola.

One, St Lucia estuary, 14 May 2019 

One, Port Edward, 19-25 May 2019, Stan Culley.

AFRICAN CRAKE Crexegregia

KZN Rarity

(SA Rare Bird News).

KZN Rarity

(SA Rare Bird News).

ALLEN’S GALLINULE Porphyrio alleni

One, Manyoni Private Game Reserve, 26 May 2019 

EURASIAN OYSTERCATCHER 

Haematopus ostralegus

RARITIES

Two, Ghost Mountain Inn, Mkuze, 11 June 2019 

One, Hillary, Durban, 21 May 2019, Wynand Grobler.

National Rarity

(SA Rare Bird News).

(SA Rare Bird News).

(SA Rare Bird News).

(SA Rare Bird News) and 21 June 2019, Stuart McLean.

National Rarity

Ardeola idae

Richard Johnstone and many others.

MALAGASY POND HERON 

One, Mziki concession, 

PALE CHANTING GOSHAWK Melierax canorus

Fregata ariel

One, Richards Bay, 15 May 2019 (SA 

Rare Bird News).

National Rarity

One, Richards Bay, 20 May to 28 June 

2019, 

11 June 2019 

AYRES’S HAWK EAGLE Hieraaetus ayresii

Two, Teza, near Mtubatuba, 24 May 2019 

One, Sodwana Bay, 25 May 2019 

Phinda Private Game Reserve, 

One immature, Sani Pass Hotel, 

7 July 2019 (SA Rare Bird News).

One, St Lucia, 17-28 May 2019 (SA 

Rare Bird News).

KZN Rarity

KZN Rarity

KZN Rarity

LESSER FRIGATEBIRD 

ATLANTIC YELLOW-NOSED ALBATROSS 

Thalassarche chlororhyncos

One, offshore Durban, 16 June 2019, David Allan.

CHESTNUT-BANDED PLOVER Charadrius pallidus

A group of 20, Kosi Bay estuary, 11 May 2019, 

Paul and Sally Bartho.

KZN Rarity

Up to 14, St Lucia estuary, 18 May to 11 July 2019, 

Ian Ferreira and others.

ROSEATE TERN Sterna dougalii

KZN Rarity

One, St Lucia estuary, 7-11 July 2019, Marco Francini.

THE club started off 

the new year after 

the annual general 

meeting with a new 

chair and treasurer. 

Sandy Olver retired as chair after an excellent three-year 

stint and Doug Butcher retired as our trusty treasurer (for 

the second time). I took over as chair and Margie Cowan 

offered her services as treasurer, without which the club 

would have had to disband. With our new committee, we 

are forging ahead with enthusiasm. We even tried out two 

new venues for outings which were very successful and 

most pleasant. Culley’s Dam is now full and still 

overflowing after the biblical rains in April. Bird life has 

quietened down after the interesting sightings of the 

summer, although at the time of writing (mid-July) one of 

the Allen’s Gallinules is still present and is now in full 

adult plumage. Red-billed Teal, White-backed Duck and 

Red-knobbed Coot have been seen recently. And most 

recently, a first for the garden list and maybe this far south, 

is a Magpie Mannikin. 

HONORARY RECORDER’S REPORT AUGUST 2019 

KZN Rarities Accepted
The following KZN records have been accepted by the committee since the May 2019 honorary recorder’s report.

Photo: Kevin Westermann
Chestnut-banded Plover, St Lucia May 2019

National Rarity

OUT-OF-RANGE SIGHTINGS
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One, GwalaGwala trail, St Lucia, 7 July 2019, Lindsay 

Mandy.

CITRINE WAGTAIL Motacilla citreola

One, Pongola Nature Reserve, 26-29 June 2019, 

Ferdie Myburgh and many others.

Bearded Woodpecker

Eastern Bronze-naped Pigeon

Caveat: the sightings recorded here have been 

submitted directly to me or have been posted on the 

SABirdNet or SA Rare Bird News and have not been 

vetted by any rarities committee for validation unless 

otherwise noted. As such, the information presented 

here should be used with due consideration. 
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At the time of writing, the “sards” have been spotted in the Port St John’s area and we are hoping to have a good 

showing this year with all the attendant excitement and frenzy of the gulls, gannets and other predators during the sardine 

run. 

Michelle Pearson, founder of Second Chance Avian Rescue, and the only recognised and permitted rehabilitation 

facility on the Lower South Coast, has had to close down due to lack of funds. She did wonderful work and had an amazing 

way with wildlife. Thank you Michelle! 

Now that Sandy Olver is no longer our chair, she is working on producing a leaflet listing local nature reserves (from 

Scottburgh to Port Edward) and the “specials” which can be found there. We often get asked by visitors where they can 

find certain species and we love to be able to advise them and show off our wonderful coast. 

One of our members, Hazel Nevin, is on the committee of TC Robertson Reserve, a small jewel on the Mpanbinyoni 

River, Scottburgh. Her role is to help in raising funds to keep the reserve going. She is taking interested groups from the 

Blue Marlin Hotel to the reserve and surrounding area, to show them the bird life on our coast. 

Chair

We have to mention that our bird ringer, Andrew Pickles, has “flown the coop”. He has gone to live in the UK but, 

hopefully, he is able to continue ringing in his spare time. He will be maintaining his website “Birds of Southern KZN” to 

which photos can still be added. 

Andy Ruffle reports from the Vulture Viewing Hide at Oribi Gorge that the colony is still thriving and currently in full 

breeding mode. In April three bulls, totalling about 900 kilograms of meat, were devoured by the birds in 48 hours. A Cape 

Vulture eats one kg in a sitting which lasts it three days, and at the height of the feeding frenzy, Andy counted about 200 

birds. He made a short video which he You-tubed; the link is: https://bit.ly/2YJ8x0C

Barrie George Willis 

We were also very honoured that the Oribi site was recommended by Andre Botha (programme manager: Vultures for 

Africa, Endangered Wildlife Trust), to showcase the benefits of a supplementary feeding site to Canadian conservationist 

David Hancock of the Hancock Wildlife Foundation. 

Colin Summersgill

BLKZNM undertook to continue with the bi-annual CAR counts (on the last Saturday of January and July), despite 

some uncertainty over the future of the CAR project. The committee felt that it would be best to continue the data 

collection so that if CAR does continue, we will not have any gaps as a result of this uncertainty. This means that these will 

have taken place for the Midlands at the end of July.

Evening talks continue to be a popular feature in Howick and reasonably well attended in Pietermartizburg as well. 

Speakers included Tammy Caine talking on the vulture crisis, Meyrick Bowker on Birds of St Lucia, focusing on pelicans, 

Rob Gous on Ethiopian Endemics, Dave Allan on Pelagics out of Durban. Ticky and Nicolette Forbes presented a well-

attended course titled “A Return to Discovery: Being a Better Birder”. The BLKZNM quarterly e-newsletters continue, 

with Rosemary Forrester doing a sterling job of editing these.

The Sunday morning outings to Darvill continue, albeit without Gordon 

Bennett’s expert and dedicated guidance, a task that he undertook for some decades. Thank you to the team of leaders who 

have filled the gap. Other outings included a Wednesday trip to the Midlands Forest Lodge and Wednesday and Sunday 

trips to Cumberland Private Nature Reserve. We had one outing cancelled because of some much-needed rain and another 

displaced by Easter Sunday. 

AS we begin to head into spring and look forward to the arrival of the 

Yellow-billed Kites, we look back on a busy winter in the Midlands. 

(Though I’m not too sure that the African Harrier-Hawks and other raptors 

welcome the kites back; I’m quite sure that they appreciate the absence of 

harassment by the kites.)

The committee again has done an excellent job of compiling an interesting schedule of outings and evening talks going 

forward, details later in this issue.

We do have the BirdLife KZN Clubs’ Forum coming up on Saturday 5 October. Congratulations to the new forum 

chair, Peter Divall, on his election. Peter has already compiled the programme for the day, which is well worth attending as 

we are privileged with world class ornithologists (and environmental scientists) in RSA, many of whom present at this 

forum (see page 23). We are also fortunate to be able to tap into Prof Colleen Down’s pool of students who are doing some 

fascinating work. This does give us some hope for our increasingly beleaguered environment, that there is such a varied 

and talented group of younger scientists coming through.

SABAP2, now in it’s 12th year, having started in July 2007, continues with growing impetus thanks to the BirdLasser 

app, using smart phone technology. This does not mean that the people wishing to use notebooks cannot continue doing 

so, as this is still catered for. In this time of growing pressure on our environment through development, we should all be 

looking at guiding this development as best possible. One of the ways of doing this is by knowing what is in our 

environment and the bird atlas is an excellent method of doing exactly this.

Chair

The special sightings in this period were from 18 May, 

the first of 14 Chestnut-banded Plovers were seen on the 

muddy flats in the St Lucia estuary by Kevin Westermann. 

These plovers normally occur on the west coast and there 

are only a few records for the KwaZulu-Natal east coast. 

AFTER the flurry 

o f  a m a z i n g 

sightings in the 

first quarter of the 

year, this past 

period since Easter has been quieter.

The club organised an outing to the Umhlatuze river in 

May and to the Mzingazi Weir at Richards Bay in June, 

where club members invited youth to join. A few 

youngsters came and learnt a great deal about birds as well 

as tree identification, thanks to Georg Jacobs.

LEFT: Cape Vultures feeding at the Oribi Vulture Viewing Hide in June

Photos: Andy Ruffle 
RIGHT: Andre Botha (left) and David Hancock.
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Chair

2020 Calendar

The winter birding in and around Durban has been really good. Many members have been out exploring new areas of 

the municipality, such as the uMkomazi river valleys inland of the coast 

and this has, in addition to visits to our wonderful municipal park areas, 

given us a good bird list for the club’s area. This included some of the 

rarer and special species which are only at the coast during winter. An 

additional site within the municipality was found for African Finfoot, 

and there were Spotted Ground-Thrush sightings at Pigeon Valley and 

Mangrove Kingfisher in Amanzimtoti Bird Park. The flowering aloes 

also provided a continuous feast of feeding birds to watch, with 

sunbirds, orioles and many others coming to feed on the bounty. Now, as 

the mid-winter solstice has also come and gone, this means we also 

crossed that threshold where the days have started becoming longer than 

the nights and it is downhill to spring and summer. In the meantime,  

while we wait to welcome the migrants back to our shores again, enjoy 

birding with our resident birds who are always there to keep us looking. 

The club has many exciting things happening before summer, so check 

the activity list and make your plans – with competitions, pelagic boat 

trips, a new members’ welcome event and many more, you are spoilt for 

choice.

The club’s offerings in the first half of the year have been many and 

varied with 40 different birding options for members. There were eight 

indoor meetings with outstanding presentations covering a range of topics, 

including international birding destinations, ringing, taxonomy and bird 

name changes; no less than 26 bird walks within the municipal area, three courses and three weekend getaways to 

Korongo, Silverstreams and Eshowe.  Steve Davis also conducted the summer CWAC count on the uMngeni estuary and 

Durban Bay. This is an essential contribution to conservation and Steve repeated this for the winter count in July. The 

feedback from the walks and talks has been great and attendance by the members has been steadily increasing.  New 

venues and activities are being explored for the second half of the year so please try to attend – as one of the long-standing 

members said to me recently, “the club has a new vibe!”  Remember attendance at all these events is part and parcel of 

your membership and free.  Any guests and visitors are welcome to attend at a nominal R20 club attendance fee.  So please 

look through the activity schedule and make sure you diarise and plan to be there to learn and experience new and familiar 

areas with like-minded people with the benefits of assistance from experienced birders and the security of being in a 

group.

The theme for next year’s glossy and attractive calendar profiles the birds made known to science from the greater 

Durban area. We had an amazing response with all calendar pages getting sponsored for the first time since the calendar 

was first published. We even have a page sponsored by a group of club members. The funds from the sale of the calendar 

each year enable us to spoil members with surprise events and prizes for competitions and even more importantly allow us 

to contribute to a variety of conservation projects within the Durban area as well as further afield.

area south of Durban with evening meetings. The satellite will be using the 

African Oystercatcher as their logo – an apt choice for a grouping of 

members at the coast and a bird often seen on the Sapphire Coast. This 

complements the other existing satellite club, Krantzkloof Birds, which 

caters to birders in the upper Highway area. Both of these satellites expand 

the activities offered to all club members by providing alternative venues, 

talks and walks across the large, greater Durban area serviced by the club.

082 451 8078 

Activities on the rise

Looking forward to summer    

Nicolette Forbes

Most recently a winter migrant, a Cape Robin-Chat was seen in Meerensee, Richards Bay, by Georg Jacobs. A first for 

that suburb/pentad on SABAP2. 

They are currently still present there.

A Citrine Wagtail was seen in the 

north side of Pongola Reserve from 

25-29 June. A few club members 

managed to visit the reserve on 30 June 

but, alas, no wagtail seen! This 

sighting attracted a fair number of 

birders from afar. Kevin atlased 35 

species while waiting in anticipation 

for the wagtail to arrive. Only Cape 

Wagtails were seen in fair numbers.

Carole Hills
Chair

The Lesser Frigatebird has been 

seen at various times from St Lucia in 

the north to the Richards Bay 

sandbanks in the south over this 

period. 

Club members individually went to 

the various local reserves. A visit to 

uMkhuze Reserve by Kevin at the end of June, despite being very dry, returned some good sightings of Gorgeous 

Bushshrike, female Greater Honeyguide (twice), White-browed Robin-Chat, Bearded Woodpecker and Red-backed 

Mannikins. He atlased over 80 species on 29 June, covering three pentads.

BirdLife Port Natal spreads its wings

The past quarter has also seen very exciting growth for the club with the influx of 42 new members (a significant 

number, as those of you who have read Douglas Adams’ Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy will know). In addition to this, 

another step forward for the club is the development of a satellite club, the Sapphire Coast Bird Club, which will be 

mentored by our vice-chair, Adam Cruickshank ,and will provide activities from its base in Amanzimtoti to service the 

New members

thAFTER a busy quarter which started with the highly successful 70  Anniversary 

Celebratory Brunch, the club continues to celebrate this significant milestone  

with a “Celebrating Seabirds” boat cruise on 7 September. This will be a 

wonderful opportunity for members who wish to tick or photograph the seabirds on our 

doorstep. Indian Yellow-nosed Albatross, White-chinned Petrels 

and Flesh-footed Shearwaters, amongst many others, have all been 

seen on these pelagic boat trips. The boat will have experienced 

guides, David Allan and Niall Perrins, on board to point out the 

various seabirds. Many of the trips also have dolphin and whale 

sightings. The places for this outing are restricted to 12 and because 

this trip has been especially negotiated by BLPN, it will be open 

only to members and immediate family. David has also agreed to 

give a  preparatory talk on the Friday evening before to present the 

birds which may be seen, as well as identification tips and tricks. 

This is a bonus for the people going on the boat ride, but will also be 

open to all members and visitors interested in learning more about 

our seabirds. See the activities list in this magazine,  www.blpn.org

or our Facebook page  for www.facebook.com/BirdLifePortNatal/

more details.  Please book early to avoid disappointment by sending an email to .  blpn.members@gmail.com

Photo: David Allan
Indian Yellow-nosed Albatross

Photo: Kevin Westermann
Gorgeous Bushshrike at uMkhuze Game Reserve in June 2019
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082 451 8078 

Activities on the rise

Looking forward to summer    

Nicolette Forbes

Most recently a winter migrant, a Cape Robin-Chat was seen in Meerensee, Richards Bay, by Georg Jacobs. A first for 

that suburb/pentad on SABAP2. 

They are currently still present there.

A Citrine Wagtail was seen in the 

north side of Pongola Reserve from 

25-29 June. A few club members 

managed to visit the reserve on 30 June 

but, alas, no wagtail seen! This 

sighting attracted a fair number of 

birders from afar. Kevin atlased 35 

species while waiting in anticipation 

for the wagtail to arrive. Only Cape 

Wagtails were seen in fair numbers.

Carole Hills
Chair

The Lesser Frigatebird has been 

seen at various times from St Lucia in 

the north to the Richards Bay 

sandbanks in the south over this 

period. 

Club members individually went to 

the various local reserves. A visit to 

uMkhuze Reserve by Kevin at the end of June, despite being very dry, returned some good sightings of Gorgeous 

Bushshrike, female Greater Honeyguide (twice), White-browed Robin-Chat, Bearded Woodpecker and Red-backed 
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BirdLife Port Natal spreads its wings
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New members

thAFTER a busy quarter which started with the highly successful 70  Anniversary 

Celebratory Brunch, the club continues to celebrate this significant milestone  

with a “Celebrating Seabirds” boat cruise on 7 September. This will be a 

wonderful opportunity for members who wish to tick or photograph the seabirds on our 

doorstep. Indian Yellow-nosed Albatross, White-chinned Petrels 

and Flesh-footed Shearwaters, amongst many others, have all been 

seen on these pelagic boat trips. The boat will have experienced 

guides, David Allan and Niall Perrins, on board to point out the 

various seabirds. Many of the trips also have dolphin and whale 

sightings. The places for this outing are restricted to 12 and because 

this trip has been especially negotiated by BLPN, it will be open 

only to members and immediate family. David has also agreed to 

give a  preparatory talk on the Friday evening before to present the 

birds which may be seen, as well as identification tips and tricks. 
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more details.  Please book early to avoid disappointment by sending an email to .  blpn.members@gmail.com

Photo: David Allan
Indian Yellow-nosed Albatross

Photo: Kevin Westermann
Gorgeous Bushshrike at uMkhuze Game Reserve in June 2019

PORT NATAL
BirdLife

African Black Oystercatcher

Photo: Nicolette Forbes

Photo: Nicolette Forbes
Collared Sunbird
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ACTIVITIES

Wednesday 14 August 19h00 – Indoor meeting Westville. Sithembiso Majoka, a keen birder, photographer and plant 

enthusiast, who is a field ranger from eThekweni Municipality, will address us on various Reserves of the Greater 

eThekweni Municipal Area and more specifically what birds we could hope to encounter on a field outing to one of these 

reserves. Bring your wallets as UKZN press will also be with us this evening with a selection of books for purchase. 

Ornithology for Africa by Gordon Maclean and various bird-related titles will be available. Westville Methodist Church, 

Jan Hofmeyr Road, Westville.  

Please make use of the opportunity to bird with like-minded people who so willingly give of their time 

KINDLY PHONE THE CONTACT PERSON FOR ANY SPECIFIC OUTING BEFOREHAND TO GET 

DETAILS AND CONFIRM THAT THE OUTING WILL TAKE PLACE. Participation is at your own risk. 

An indemnity form must be signed by each participant at the start of the outing.

BIRDLIFE PORT NATAL

DIRECTIONS TO VENUES: Go to http://blpn.org/activities/directions-to-bird-club-venues/. 

If unsure, then ask the outing leader when you make contact to confirm your attendance. 

INDOOR MEETING AND PRESENTATIONS:  An indoor meeting with a presentation is held monthly on the 

second Wednesday evening of each month at the Westville Methodist Church. Every second month, starting in 

February of each year, indoor meetings with presentations are held at both Krantzkloof Interpretive Centre (second 

Tuesday morning at 10h00), and at Lords and Legends, Amanzimtoti (fourth Thursday evening at 19h00). 

OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES:  Please don’t forget to bring your tea/lunch baskets and chairs to socialise afterwards. 

Please note that many places now charge, so take entrance money, Wild and/or Rhino Cards with you.

and knowledge to lead activities for the benefit and enjoyment of club members.

Club attendance fee for indoor and outdoor activities: non-members are charged R 20.00 p/p per activity.

AUGUST 2019

Wednesday 21 August 08h00 – Durban Botanic Gardens with Sandi du Preez. The gardens can be broadly divided into 

three areas: open grassy ornamental gardens, wooded areas with tangles of vegetation and large trees and the  star of the 

show, which is the lake area with its constant noisy and busy community of weavers, herons, ibis and waterfowl going 

about their business. Red-capped Robin-Chat, drongos and Southern Black Flycatcher give great opportunities for close 

encounters.  Black-throated Wattle-eye is a real possibility. Please advise Sandi of attendance 031 701 4839 or 

Thursday 22 August 18h30 – Launch and inaugural meeting of the Sapphire Coast Bird Club (a satellite of BLPN in the 

south). The formalities are followed by a presentation by the current BLPN Chair Nicolette Forbes on Coastal KZN Birds 

– What, Where, How! Venue: Lords and Legends, Amanzimtoti. Snacks and refreshments as well as a cash bar will be 

available. Please would all members consider joining the celebration of a new satellite club for BLPN.

Saturday 31 August 06h30 – Empisini Nature Reserve with Sithembiso Blessing Majoka. Empisini is a 120 hectare 

nature reserve, which has a superb forest area that is rich in birdlife including the Narina Trogon, Knysna Turaco, Blue-

mantled Crested Flycatcher, Scaly-throated Honeyguide, Trumpeter Hornbill and African Black Duck. Please confirm 

attendance with Sithembiso on 073 479 8585 via WhatsApp or phone call.

073 332 4431.

SEPTEMBER 2019

Tuesday 27 August 07h30 – Sit-in at the Link Road Park, Westville, with Jane and Mike Roseblade. This park is also 

sometimes known as Woodside Park. The sit-in will be set up with peoples’ backs to the sun looking onto a vista of 

indigenous trees where numerous species of bird come to absorb the early rays of the sun. Ablutions are a short walk up-

hill to the Westville Municipal Library. Please advise Jane of attendance on 082 442 2982 or email janette@mweb.co.za.

Sunday 1 September 06h30 – Spring equinox party for new members – committee members and all other members are 

encouraged to attend to welcome new members and show them the ropes. The equinox heralds spring and as we celebrate 

our birding culture and the traditional braai, we would like to welcome our new members with a walk at the Beachwood 

Mangroves Nature Reserve. Come and enjoy a show-and-tell discovery trail in the reserve and along the boardwalks. We 

will have a braai at 12h00. The club will provide salads, rolls and charcoal for the fire; just bring along your drinks, meat or 

alternative to braai.  Please advise attendance by emailing blpn.members@gmail.com.

Saturday 7 September 07h00 – Kenneth Stainbank Nature Reserve with Terry Walls. With over 200 bird species, 

Kenneth Stainbank Nature Reserve is a great venue. The reserve is an extension of the D Moss green lung in the south  ’

western parts of Yellowwood Park. is regarded as one of the finest coastal/riverine forest and bush clump/grassland It 

mosaic areas remaining in the greater Durban area. There is a charge to enter the reserve or bring a Golden Rhino card.  

Please contact Terry Walls to advise of attendance and to confirm arrangements  082 871 6260 or ,   .avianoak@yahoo.com

Sunday 15 September 06h30 – SAPPI Mbozambo (Stanger) with Rex Aspeling. hWe will spend time in the ide and take a 

stroll around the dam. Let s see if we can top 100 species in a morning ( ecord is 121). Afterwards, tea/coffee in the picnic ’   r

area. Remember to bring your ID and check in at the office on arrival. Good idea to take cushions as well as chairs, 

tea/coffee. There is a picnic area which is separate from the bird hide. Meet at the hide parking area after signing in at 

security. Please contact Rex to confirm,  or 032 940 5155, WhatsApp 082 301 8177.rex.aspeling@gmail.com

OCTOBER 2019

Saturday 5 October 08h00-16h30 – Regional KZN Forum,  Ambers Auditorium Howick. This is a meeting of  KZN bird 

clubs and other conservation organisations to discuss and learn about birds across the region. This event was developed by 

the late Roy Cowgill as a way for the club members to communicate after the split of the original Natal Bird Club into 

various branches. There is no cost to attend and members are encouraged to stay over at one of the nearby facilities such as 

the uMngeni Valley Nature Reserve chalets (right next door) and join the BLPN braai at the end of the day. Watch the email 

notices and Facebook pages for more detail.

Wednesday 11 September 19h00 – Indoor meeting Westville. “Bird Sense: Song, Rhythm and Music”, an interactive 

presentation by Nicolette Forbes . A fascinating look at bird calls, song and communication through sound. This talk will 

make you more aware and understanding of the calls around you. Westville Methodist Church, Jan Hofmeyr Road, 

Westville.

thSaturday 7 September – BLPN 70  Anniversary, celebrating Durban’s seabirds: pelagic boat trip (note: this may move 

to the Sunday if weather conditions are unsuitable). This is a wonderful opportunity to tick the seabirds on our doorstep.  

Indian Yellow-nosed Albatross, White-chinned Petrels and Flesh-footed Shearwaters amongst many others have been 

seen on these pelagic boat trips. The boat will have experienced guides, David Allan and Niall Perrins, on board to assist 

with IDs and photography of the various seabirds. Many of the trips also have dolphin and whale sightings. The places on 

the boat are restricted to 12 and because this trip has been especially negotiated by BLPN, it will be open only to members 

and immediate family. Please book early to avoid disappointment by sending an email to .  blpn.members@gmail.com

Cost R1,500.00 per person.

th th Friday 6 September – BLPN 70  Anniversary event at the Point Yacht Club.  To celebrate the club’s 70 anniversary year 

and the wonderful seabirds on our coast, there will be a presentation by David Allan at the function room where you can 

enjoy a light Mediterranean supper (catered by Eat Greek). This meal and talk will be open to all members and their guests 

at a cost of R80.00 p/p. Cash bar available. Please book by sending an email to .blpn.members@gmail.com

Saturday 28 September 08h30 – Oribi Vulture Viewing Hide with Adam Cruickshank. The hide is situated close to the 

Oribi Gorge Nature Reserve in Kwazulu-Natal and allows one to observe Cape Vultures in their natural habitat. Oribi and 

black-backed jackal may also be encountered. This outing has a special price of only R50 for BLPN members (R100 for 

non-members). We will spend about two hours at the hide and then meet for food and refreshments at Leopard Rock coffee 

shop afterwards. Please note that there are no toilet facilities at the site at present. Sturdy footwear is recommended.  

Please advise Adam of attendance by WhatsApp, SMS or call 061 485 3625.

Wednesday 18 September 06h30 – Westville Eco-Trail with Jane and Mike Roseblade.  A small indigenous area in 

suburbia that boasts a patch of riverine forest and a grassland.  Some interesting bird species turn up here and hopefully we 

should get all three mannikins.  There are extensive trails.  Bring your chairs and snacks and we will relocate to the ponds 

at the Scout Bowl for tea.  Please advise Jane of attendance on 082 442  2982 or  janette@mweb.co.za

Saturday 5 October 06h00   – Tanglewood Farm Nature Reserve with Terry Walls. Tanglewood is a hidden treasure, 

consisting of grasslands, forested areas and wetland. A morning s birding can produce up to 80 odd species. Green ’ -

Twinspot has been seen here before, there is a good variety of sunbirds and often a mystery raptor will arrive to create 

lively discussion. A well-situated bird hide, with ablutions, is a good spot for a picnic following birding. Meet at the 

bottom gate at 05h45 to be allowed to access the reserve at 06h00. Please contact Terry to advise of attendance and confirm 

arrangements   hone or SMS 082 871 6260   ,  or p   .avianoak@yahoo.com
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BIRDLIFE KZN MIDLANDS 

Committee: chair Colin Summersgill 060 827 3785, vice-chair Sean Glynn 082 468 5805, treasurer Viv O'Neill 

083 464 7666, secretary Sally Cumming 072 119 4253, outings Eve Hughes 033 330 2723, membership secretary 

Pam Nicol 071 247 3604, conservation Brent Coverdale 082 560 9769, Karin Nelson 072 779 4219 and 

Drummond Densham 083 321 7959, e-newsletter Rosemary Forrester 082 767 7366, evening meetings 

Sean Glynn 082 468 5805. 

Bird ringing at Darvill, Karkloof Conservation Centre, Cedara, Hilton College:  

contact Karin Nelson 033 330 3027 or 072 779 4219.

We no longer have permission to leave vehicles at Greendale car park during outings (2-hour limit on parking), but 

we will meet there, unless otherwise stated, to sign indemnities. Please arrange lifts with the coordinator or friends.

AUGUST

Sunday 18 – Morning outing to the Pietermaritzburg Botanical Gardens. There is an entrance fee of R27pp, or 

R20pp for pensioners. Coordinator David Crampton 082 771 7274 or 033 845 3512.

Please contact the coordinator before an outing to confirm the time of meeting and other arrangements. 

Sunday 4 – Morning outing to Darvill at 07h00. Contact Roger O’Neill 083 230 6562.

Tuesday 13 – Presentation in Woodgrove at 18h00 by Meyrick Bowker: “Birds of Lake St Lucia: past, present and 

future”.

Wednesday 28 – An outing to Shongweni Dam near Durban. There is an entrance fee. Meet at Greendale Shopping 

Centre at 07h00, but make prior arrangements for sharing transport (2-hour limit on parking at Greendale), or meet at 

Shongweni  gate. Coordinator Norman Freeman 033 239 0843 or 083 570 6782.

Wednesday 21 – Presentation in Ambers Auditorium at 18h00 by Prof Colleen Downs: “Urban Birds”.

Wednesday 13 November 19h00 – Indoor meeting Westville. Birding in Kruger with Adam Cruickshank. The Kruger 

National Park is one of South Africa's finest birding and wildlife locations. Many people have fond memories of many 

trips over the years that they have done to the park, but this year Adam, who started birding later on in life, got to go on his 

first Kruger trip.  Come and rekindle your experience of a first-timer's visit the park and hear about the amazing sights and 

sounds that make Kruger truly magical. Who knows, after this talk you may possibly end up planning a trip to this stunning 

Saturday 2 November 06h00 – Alverstone Wildlife Park with Terry Walls. This reserve offers grassland, wetland and 

forest birding.  Bushshrikes are well represented  a variety of grassland species show themselves  including the Cape  and ,

Grassbird. There is a lovely boma area where we will picnic following the walk so bring chairs and picnic baskets. There is 

a R20.00 p/p park entrance fee. Please contact Terry to advise of attendance and confirm arrangements, 

avianoak@yahoo.com or SMS 082 871 6260   .

Wednesday 6 November 07h30 – Glenholme Nature Reserve with Sandi du Preez. This is the reserve at the Kloof SPCA.  

Habitat consists of grassland, scarp forest and rare swamp forest. WESSA has built a new boardwalk to facilitate access to 

the wetter areas in the swamp forest. We will meet in the first parking area, just past the little dam. Bring chairs, coffee/tea 

and eats for a picnic afterwards. Please advise Sandi of attendance , 031 701 4839 or 073 332 4431.

Wednesday 30 October 06h30 – Sit-in at Palmiet Nature Reserve with Jane Morris. We will sit on the bank of the Palmiet 

River and see what moves around us. Mountain Wagtail and Black Duck are often present, a Half-collared Kingfisher has 

been known to put in an appearance at times. Bring chairs and snacks. Please advise Jane of attendance on 082 442 2982 or    

janette@mweb.co.za.

NOVEMBER 2019

thSunday 20 October 06h00 – CLUB COMPETITION – BLPN 70  Anniversary Big Bird Hunt by Jenny Norman. As part 
thof our ongoing 70  anniversary celebrations, this is a day of fun for all members while practising for the National Birding 

Big Day! Club teams will compete against each other for prizes to be handed out at the braai. Either come in a team, 

consisting of between three or four people or, if you can’t make up a team, come to the venue where you can team up with 

other birders for the event. Updates during the day on each team’s progress will posted on Facebook and Twitter so you 

can follow the sightings and totals of the teams even if you are not competing. Each team will be handed a set of rules and a 

bird list consisting of a selected 180 species to be found in the Greater Durban Area. The  teams will then be sent out to find 

as many of those birds as they can anywhere in the eThekwini area, and meet back at New Germany at 12h00 for results to 

be announced at the braai (fires will be provided, but bring your meat, salads and liquid refreshments). Please enter your 

teams by sending an email to Jenny . Meet at New Germany Nature Reserve (gates will open at norman@ukzn.ac.za

06h00), where cars can be parked, and teams sorted out before heading off to start ticking those species.

Tuesday 8 October 09h30 for 10h00 – Indoor meeting Krantzkloof Interpretive Centre. Ben Hoffman from Raptor 

Rescue will be speaking on aspects of Bearded Vulture recovery and the breeding program entitled “Bred for The Wild”.

Thursday 24 October 18h30 – Indoor meeting Amanzimtoti (Sapphire Coast). Prof Anthony “Ticky” Forbes will give a 

presentation about “Garden Birds – what is possible and how?” Come and see wonderful photographs of what you should 

be able to tick in your garden and how to get a feast of species all year round. Venue: Lords and Legends, Amanzimtoti.  

Contact Adam for details 061 485 3625.

Wednesday 9 October 19h00 – Indoor meeting Westville. “Insects, their demise and what this means for birds” by Dr 

Marlies Craig. Dr Craig, who serves on the intergovernmental panel on climate change and is the author of the book 

“What insect is that” will speak on the role of insects in biodiversity, looking at the possible causes of decline and where 

this leaves our birds, especially the insectivores. Westville Methodist Church, Jan Hofmeyr Road, Westville.  

Saturday 26 October 06h00 – Burchell’s Coucal Eco Trail, Lower Illovo with Sithembiso Blessing Majoka. The trail lies 

inland on the river in Lower-Illovo at the Illovo Business Park. You will need to sign in for access. The trails that wind 

along the river allow one to see Water Thick-Knee, Little Bee-eater, White-Fronted Bee-eater, Southern Brown-throated 

Weaver, European Honey Buzzard, Pygmy Kingfisher, Spotted Eagle Owl, Barn Owl as well as African Fish Eagle.  

Please confirm attendance with Sithembiso on 073 479 8585 via WhatsApp or call. 

Wednesday 16 October at 07h00 – Amanzimtoti Bird Sanctuary with Lesley Frescura. A city parkland with a pond, river 

and coastal lowland forest. The Amanzimtoti lagoon is nearby where more sea birds and water birds can be seen.  

Sithembiso Blessing Majoka  who knows the reserve and area well  will be guiding – the migrants will be returning and , ,

the birds will be busy preparing their nests or even sitting on eggs. There is a great place to sit and compare notes and have 

tea; bring a picnic basket. Please advise Lesley of attendance 083 231 3408. 

place. Excellent photographs and information will be profiled in this presentation by Adam. Westville Methodist Church, 

Jan Hofmeyr Road, Westville.  

Sunday 17 November 06h00 – “Birds, Bunnies and Beer”, a birding experience with a difference. Gwahumbe Game 

Lodge with Tyron Dall. On arrival at the lodge, we will have tea and coffee and then be transported by 4x4 to the valley 

where we will do our bird walk. Over 221 bird species have been recorded in this area. These range from forest species 

such as the Trumpeter Hornbill and colourful Narina Trogon, waterfowl, grassland “little brown jobs”, bushveld birds 

such as thrushes, mousebirds and barbets, to a variety of raptors  including the Crowned Eagle that is reported to have bred ,

in the valley for over  years. Another endangered species that occurs here is the Ground Hornbill. A variety of 25 Southern 

wildlife can also be seen  including antelope species, giraffe, zebra, caracal, genet, serval, jackal, otter, hippo and warthog.   ,

After the walk we will be transported back to the lodge to enjoy a delicious bunny and a drink. Cost is R400.00 per person 

for members and R450 pp for non-members, and includes an entrance and conservation fee, tea and coffee on arrival, 4x4 

transfer into the valley, a bird walk and 4x4 transfer back to the lodge plus bunny chow and a beer/soft drink. There is a 

limit of 20 places available on a first-come first-served basis. Please contact Tyron to confirm attendance  , 

dalltyron@gmail.com   or WhatsApp/SMS 082 657 7400. Payments to be made to BLPN.

Saturday 30 November – National Birding Big Day. We would like to have some BLPN teams made up of members to 

compete within our bird club’s jurisdiction (the greater Durban area). Let’s put up a great showing of BLPN birders and 

profile what our area has to offer. Gather your birding friends into teams of three or four members and get out there and see 

how many birds you can get in a 24-hour period, midnight to midnight. Any teams that enter under the BLPN banner and 

terms will get their entry fees covered by the club. Entry criteria, rules and more are available from the BLSA website 

www.birdlife.org.za.

Weekend away 22-24 November – Cumberland Nature Reserve with Jane and Mike Roseblade. Situated just outside 

Pietermaritzburg and offering spectacular scenery and pristine habitat with over 220 bird species recorded  Cumberland is ,

a gem of a reserve. There are magnificent cliff faces, rocky outcrops, cacia savannah and the geni river running a uMn

through the reserve  all waiting to be explored. Peregrine alcon, Broad-tailed arbler, Striped ipit plus many other , F W P

birds are there to be seen. The reserve offers a variety of accommodation types from camping to hutting. Please book 

directly with the reserve  Candice 082 376 5600 or For those not wishing to stay over  it is ,   . ,info@cumberlandreserve.co.za

possible to join for the day on Sunday 24 November 06h00. Please advise Jane of attendance 082 442 2982 or 

janette@mweb.co.za.
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Bird ringing at Darvill, Karkloof Conservation Centre, Cedara, Hilton College:  

contact Karin Nelson 033 330 3027 or 072 779 4219.

We no longer have permission to leave vehicles at Greendale car park during outings (2-hour limit on parking), but 

we will meet there, unless otherwise stated, to sign indemnities. Please arrange lifts with the coordinator or friends.
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Saturday 2 November 06h00 – Alverstone Wildlife Park with Terry Walls. This reserve offers grassland, wetland and 

forest birding.  Bushshrikes are well represented  a variety of grassland species show themselves  including the Cape  and ,
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NOVEMBER 2019
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NOTICES

DECEMBER

Wednesday 27 – An outing to Bird Valley situated on the road between the Greytown road and the Karkloof road.  

Meet at Amber Ridge car park at 06h30 to arrange transport. Coordinator Peter Divall 033 239 5537 or 083 263 4169.

Sunday 1 – Morning outing to Darvill at 06h00. Contact Roger O’Neill 083 230 6562.

Sunday 8 – The club end-of-year braai will be held at Bush Willow campsite, 23km from Howick on the Karkloof 

road. As the road changes from tar to dirt, turn left and drive about 300m. Meet the coordinator Colin Summersgill, 

033 818 9013 or 060 827 3785, at 07h00 for an early walk up the hill into the forest, or come later. Fires will be lit at 

10h30. Bring your braai meat, drinks, chairs and tables, friends and family. 

SEPTEMBER
 Sunday 1 – Morning outing to Darvill at 06h30. Contact Roger O'Neill 083 230 6562.

Tuesday 10 – Presentation in Woodgrove at 18h00 by David Johnson “Peacocks and Tree-Pies”.

Sunday 15 – Morning outing to uMngeni Valley. Meet at the reception area at 06h30. There is an entrance fee of 

R30pp. Coordinator Luiz Mateus 084 061 4698.

Wednesday 18 – Presentation in Ambers Auditorium at 18h00 by Carina Coetzer on “The National Southern Bald 

Ibis Project”.

Wednesday 25 – Morning outing to uMngeni Valley. Meet at the reception area at 06h30. There is an entrance fee of 

R30pp. Coordinator Karin Nelson 033 330 3027 or 072 779 4219.

Wednesday 20 – Presentation in Ambers Auditorium at 18h00 by Deryck Day on “Birds of the Ambers”.

Sunday 20 – Morning outing to Benvie in the Karkloof. There is an entrance fee of R50 and R30 for pensioners.  

Coordinator David Crampton 082 711 7274 or 033 845 3512.

Tuesday 8 – Presentation in Woodgrove at 18h00 – a double feature:  Eckhart Buchmann: “Oh shucks they changed 

the name again! How and why our birds’ names change”, and:  Adrian Koopman: “Zulu bird names old and new: the 

Zulu Bird name Project 2013-2018.”

OCTOBER

Wednesday 16 – Presentation in Ambers Auditorium at 18h00 by David Johnson on “Kalahari”.

NOVEMBER

Sunday 6 – Morning outing to Darvill at 06h30. Contact Roger O’Neill 083 230 6562.

Wednesday 30 – Morning outing to Benvie in the Karkloof. There is an entrance fee of R30 for pensioners. Meet at 

the Amber Ridge car park at 06h30 to arrange transport. Coordinator Eve Hughes 033 330 2723 or 082 872 4333.

Sunday 3 – Morning outing to Darvill at 06h00. Contact Roger O’Neill 083 230 6562.

Sunday 17 – An outing to Bird Valley situated on the road between the Greytown road and the Karkloof road.  

Coordinator is Ian Gordon 083 239 0684.

August 25  07h00 – Skyline/Uvongo Conservancy

September 22 06h30 – Beacon Hill (and flowers)

BIRDLIFE TROGONS

October 13 06h30 – Umbogavango/Vumbuka

November 21-29 – away trip

December 1 – Christmas Lunch

November 20 06h30 – Ellingham Estate

September 8 06h30 – Vernon Crookes, (and flowers

October 27 06h30 – Culley’s Dam
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